
 

 

Organizing and Hosting a Bike Rodeo 
 

A Bike Rodeo, also called a Bicycle Skills Rodeo, is a fun, interactive, and 
non-competitive skills course designed for kids to improve their bike handling and 
traffic safety skills. Held within a controlled and safe environment, our Bike Rodeo 
can be used as a great introduction to bicycle handling for kids and families alike. 
The Rodeo is easily incorporated into any community event and is especially well 
suited for health and wellness, environmental education, and youth fitness 
themes.  
 

A successful rodeo celebrates the joys of riding a bike while simultaneously 
strengthening bike handling skills and traffic safety. We encourage hosting a 
rodeo that includes additional bike safety resources for parents, guardians, and 
families to help get everyone involved. 
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Bike Rodeo Overview 
The Bike Rodeo is a circular skills course with five stations and an ‘Okay Corral’. At each station 
the participant will develop their bike handling skills and traffic safety awareness. Participants 
do not need to visit the stations in any specified order, however the following order is a good 
way to build skills from simplest to most complex: 
 

1. Slow Ride 
2. Scanning 
3. Rock Dodge 
4. Driveway Rideout 
5. Crazy Crossroads 

 
Participants must begin the rodeo at the ‘Okay Corral’ to have their helmet and bicycle checked 
for safety (and ‘okayed’ by a leader).  

 

Rodeo Essentials 

Below is a list of the basic essentials to get your rodeo up and running. See the website for an 
example timeline for setting up a bike rodeo. 
 

You will need: Specifically... 

A designated area for 
your rodeo 

A rodeo can take place in a parking lot, playground, or other paved 
area. We recommend a 70’x 80’ area (the bigger, the better). Make 
sure to completely cone off your space, especially if you are teaching 
in an area where cars might otherwise be entering. 

Date Join an existing event, or create your own!  

Permission Slips & 
Waivers 

Here is a link to a sample waiver. We strongly recommended having 

each child participant turn in a signed waiver form at your event to 

protect the hosting group from liability.  

Volunteers and/or 
leaders 

In order to put on a successful and safe bike rodeo, you will need to 

recruit volunteers to help run the event. Most of these volunteer 

positions do not require any special knowledge and can be trained 
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from the provided Bicycle Rodeo Instructions. See below for more 

volunteer information. 

Materials Rodeo Kit Components: 
● 12 small cones 
● Sidewalk chalk 
● 10 half tennis balls 
● 2 stop signs 
● 1 fence sign 
● 1 car sign 
● 1 railroad crossing sign 

 
Recommended (and not included in the kit): 

● Bicycle pump 
● Bike maintenance stand and tools 
● Large cones 

 
Feel free to build your own Bike Rodeo kit so that you can continue to host 
rodeos for your community! Building a kit (or multiple kits) can be a great 
community event. 

 
 

‘OKAY Corral’ and Stations Overview 

 

Name Objective/Description Materials Volunteer Needs 

Okay Corral Check that helmets are 

fitted correctly (see helmet 

fit hand-out) and make 

adjustments where 

necessary. Introduce the 

ABC Quick Check and make 

sure bikes are in working 

order before kids ride. 

● 1 table 
● Waiver forms 
● Pens 
● ABC Quick Check 

list 
● Helmet fit guide 
● Bike pump 
● Hand tools or 

multi-tool 
● Bike maps of area

 

● 2 minimum 
 
Special Skills: bike 
repair knowledge is 
useful at this station 
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Name Objective/Description Materials Volunteer Needs 

Driveway  
Ride Out 

Teach children to stop and 

look left, right, and left again 

at the end of their driveways 

before entering the street or 

sidewalk and when 

approaching a driveway or an 

alley on a sidewalk. 

 

● 1 fence or bush 
sign 

● 1 stop sign 

● sidewalk chalk 

● 6 small cones 

● 1 minimum 
 
Special skills: none 

Crazy 
Crossroads 

Hand Signals 

Teach children to come to 

a complete stop at stop 

signs and to turn in the 

correct lane with the flow 

of traffic.  

● 1 car sign 
● 1 stop sign, 

sidewalk chalk 
● 1 large cone 

● 2 minimum 
 
Special Skills: none 

Scanning Teach children to look 

behind over their left 

shoulder (scan) for 

oncoming cars or cyclists 

without swerving.  

● 1 car sign 
● sidewalk chalk 
● two large cones 

● 1 minimum 
 
Special Skills: none 

Rock Dodge To practice looking ahead 

and quickly avoiding 

hazards in the road like 

rocks, glass, and other 

debris that may appear 

suddenly.  

● 16 half-cut tennis 
balls 

● 1 minimum 
 
Special Skills: none 

Slow Race To practice balance and 

control and be the last one 

to finish! 

● chalk and/or 
cones for start 
and finish lines 
 

● 1 minimum 
 
Special Skills: none 
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Additional Volunteer Information for Bike Rodeos 
In order to put on a successful and safe bike rodeo, you will need to recruit volunteers 

to help run the event. Most of these volunteer positions do not require any special knowledge 

and can be trained from the provided Bicycle Rodeo Instructions. It is good practice to ensure 

that event hosts are knowledgeable about bicycle and traffic safety. 

In the Bicycle Rodeo Instructions, each station lists the suggested number of volunteers 

needed. Additional areas where volunteers may be needed:  

● If you establish a Learn 2 Ride area, we recommend having a 1 to 1 student to volunteer 

ratio as learning to ride requires a lot of one-on-one attention for success. 

● You may want to place some volunteers between stations to keep an eye on the rodeo 

as a whole. 

● It may be very helpful to have a few volunteers with bicycle repair and/or first aid 

knowledge. 

● If you incorporate other riding stations be sure to allocate appropriate adult volunteer 

support to provide a safe and supportive experience for your riders.  

There are several places that may be interested in providing volunteers for your bike rodeo: 

● Local bike shops may be able to provide trained staff for a bike maintenance/repair 

station. 

● Local parents, guardians, teachers, or other community members. 

● Community partners and/or community service organizations. 

Additionally, background checks are strongly encouraged for adult volunteers working with 

children. 

Below are some pointers for you to use in your communications with volunteers: 

● Broadly announce and advertise your need for volunteer support. Be creative! 

● Once you acquire volunteers - send them reminders about the event to support their 

engagement. 

● Thank them often! 

● At the conclusion of your event send a thank-you email/correspondence with ideas for 

future engagement opportunities. 
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OKAY Corral 

 
Children should always wear a helmet when they ride. Helmets must be CPSC approved and 

replaced after 5 years or one major crash.  

Objective: Check that helmets are fitted correctly (see helmet fit hand-out) and make 

adjustments where necessary. Introduce the ABC Quick Check and make sure bikes are in 

working order before kids ride. 

 

Materials Volunteers 

● 1 table 
● Waiver forms 
● Pens 
● ABC Quick Check list 
● Helmet fit guide 
● Bike pump 
● Hand tools or multi-tool 
● Bike maps of area 

● 2 minimum 
 
Special Skills: bike repair knowledge is useful 
at this station 

 

Instructions: 

Helmet Fit (2-2-2): 
● Eyes: Helmet should be level and cover the rider’s upper forehead. Student should be              

able to fit no more than 2 fingers between the eyebrows and brim of the helmet.                
Once the helmet is level, instruct students to turn knob at back of helmet to snug up                 
the inner band and prevent helmet from wiggling side-to-side. 

● Ears: Helmet side straps should meet to form a “Y” just below the rider’s ear lobes.                
Students can use 2 fingers to make a v-shape just below their ear lobes to               
demonstrate proper side strap placement and fit. 

● Mouth: Chin strap should be buckled and snug below the chin. Riders should be able               
to fit no more than 2 fingers between their chin and the chin strap once the helmet is                  
buckled. 
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ABC Quick Check: 

Air: squeeze the tires to make sure they are not flat. 

Brakes: brakes should activate when squeezed. Make sure the rider knows how to use their 

brakes and that there is at least .5 inches of clearance between their brake levers and 

handlebars when squeezed. 

Chains & Cranks: check that the chain is not rusted and runs smoothly, cranks should not 

move laterally. 

“Quick” Release: quick release levers should be tight and secure 

“Check” for any loose bike parts 

Tips and tricks: Have riders straddle their bike to make sure it fits properly and check 
shoelaces to make sure that they do not get caught in the chain. The seat of the bike should 
come up to approximately the rider’s waist if they stand next to their bike. 
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Driveway Rideout 

 
Riding out into the street from a driveway without first looking for traffic is a 
major cause of injuries and fatalities to children. 
 
Objective: Teach children to stop and look left, right, and left again at the end of 
their driveways before entering the street or sidewalk and when approaching a 
driveway or an alley on a sidewalk. 
 
 

Materials Volunteers 

● 1 fence or bush sign 

● 1 stop sign 

● Sidewalk chalk 

● 6 small cones 

● 1 minimum 
 
Special skills: none 

 
Example Setup Diagram: 
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Instructions: 

1. Have a volunteer hold a fence sign near the driveway exit to simulate an obstructed 
view explain to children that they should come to a complete stop before entering the 
street.  

2. Have each child look left, right, and left again, before continuing forward. They may 
need to edge forward and look left, right, and left again to see past the ‘obstruction’.  

Tips and tricks: 
● Remind kids to always ride on the right side of the street with the flow of traffic (and 

only if they have permission from their parents) Make sure they stay to the right as 
they proceed into the street.  

● If a child does not look both left, right, and left again, or stop before entering the 
road, ask them to try again. Acknowledge what they’ve done correctly (i.e. looking 
ahead, coming to a complete stop, putting their foot up in “power pedal position” 
etcetera).  
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Crazy Crossroads 

 
Objective: Teach children to come to a complete stop at stop signs and to turn in the correct 

lane with the flow of traffic.  

 

Materials Volunteers 

● 1 car sign 
● Sidewalk chalk 
● Two large cones 

● 1 minimum 
 
Special Skills: none 

 
Example Setup Diagram: 
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Instructions: 

Explain that there is an intersection and 4-way stop where they will be practicing stopping, 

signaling, and turning into the correct lane.  

Have kids line up and practice stopping and looking left, right, and left again before signaling, 

and turning into the rightmost lane with the flow of traffic. Emphasize that bikers should 

never ride against traffic, as drivers won’t be expecting them and that it is important to make 

eye contact with people in cars so drivers know they are there. Have an adult volunteer walk 

across the intersection with a car sign and practice making eye contact with the child before 

they signal and turn.  

Tips and tricks: 
● Check for the following errors: 

-Does not come to a complete stop before signaling and turning or turns into wrong 

lane 

-Forgets to look left, right, and left again 

-Does not make eye contact with the driver 

● This station is easily modified to look like a number of different intersection scenarios. 

Feel free to be creative, especially if children are looking for more of a challenge 

Hand signals: 

                   Left                                         Stopping                                       Right* 

 

*Right can also be signaled with the right arm pointed straight out. However, we recommend 

signaling with the left hand for two reasons: first, when the left hand is signaling, the right 

hand can stay on the rear brake. In the event that a sudden stop is necessary, the rear brake 

(which controls the back wheel) is much safer to engage than the front brake alone- which 

controls the front wheel. Second, the left arm is more visible to drivers. 
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Scanning 

 
Teach children to look behind over their left shoulder (scan) for oncoming cars or cyclists 

without swerving.  

 

Materials Volunteers 

● 1 car sign 
● Sidewalk chalk 
● Two large cones 

● 1 minimum 
 
Special Skills: none 

 
Example Setup Diagram: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Instructions: 

Ask children why they might need to scan behind them. Explain that it is important to scan 

for cars and cyclists before changing lanes and that this exercise will help them to control 

their bikes.  

Participant will ride in a straight line from the first cone to the second cone. The volunteer 

will stand next two the first cone while holding up the car sign. The volunteer will then call 

out “scan” at least twice before the rider gets to the second cone. The rider will look over 

their left shoulder so that they can see the car sign when they hear the call. 
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Tips and tricks: 
● You can also hold up one or two arms, different colored paper, or anything large 

enough to be quickly identified with a quick scan 
● To increase difficulty for riders who are able to scan comfortably, hold the car sign 

either up or down when you call out “scan”.  The rider can then call out “car” or “no 

car” to signify whether or not a car is “coming”. 

● If a child veers to the side while scanning over their left shoulder, have them focus on 

steering straight ahead. Having one’s arms and back straight helps with steering in a 

straight line. 

● Reinforce the importance of riding in a straight and predictable line and not weaving 

in and out of parked cars. 

● For those that are new to cycling, have them practice riding in a straight line using the 

chalk line as a guide. 
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Rock Dodge 

 
Explain that the goal of this station is to practice looking ahead and quickly avoiding hazards in 

the road like rocks, glass and other debris. Ask participants what types of things they might 

want to avoid. Practicing rock dodge in a tight space mimics a bike lane, reinforces balance, and 

allows riders to practice avoiding hazards without swerving wide in front of passing cars. 

 

Materials Volunteers 

● 16 half-cut tennis balls ● 1 minimum 
 
Special Skills: none 

 
Example Setup Diagram: 
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Instructions: 

Explain that the goal of this station is to practice looking ahead and quickly avoiding hazards 

in the road like rocks, glass and other debris. Ask participants what types of things they might 

want to avoid. Practicing rock dodge in a tight space mimics a bike lane, reinforces balance, 

and allows riders to practice avoiding hazards without swerving wide in front of passing cars. 

Kids should ride between the outside rows of tennis balls and avoid the middle tennis ball by 

steering their front wheel around it. The trick is to stay between the outside rows of tennis 

balls and to gently flick the handlebars left and then right to avoid the balls in the middle. 

Tips and tricks: 
● Have participants wait at the other end of the station and practice going through the 

course in the opposite direction. As they become more skilled, move the outside rows 

of tennis balls inward to increase difficulty. 

● Depending on the skill level of the participant, you may introduce the challenge of 

turning the handlebars left and then right to avoid the tennis balls. This maneuver 

allows the rider to avoid falling into the pathway of cars if they overcorrect to the 

right in a bicycle lane. 
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Slow Race 

 
To practice balance and control and be the last one to finish! 

 

Materials Volunteers 

● Chalk and/or cones for start and finish 
lines 
 

● 1 minimum 
 
Special Skills: none 

 
Example Setup Diagram: 
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Instructions: 

Draw two parallel start and finish lines (about 50’ apart). Draw several lanes in between 

(about 5’ in width). 

Explain that the winner is the last person to cross the finish line without weaving out of their 

lane or putting a foot down on the ground. Encourage riders to try to pedal forward, not 

sideways, the entire time. Less emphasis should be put on winning and more on balance and 

strong bicycle handling skills. 

Tips and tricks: 
● Encourage children to go as slowly as they feel comfortable 
● Can also be called “Slow Ride” if you want to take out the competitive element 
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Additional Activities 
 

Helmet Sale Cascade supplies low-cost helmets for 

communities to sell. Email 

ryany@cascadebicycleclub.org if you would 

like to pick up helmets from our office to sell 

at your event. 

Slalom Slalom is similar to the rock dodge station 

and only involves setting up large cones in a 

line, with about 4’ in between each cone. 

Riders can weave in-between each cone on 

their own beginning in either direction. The 

goal of this exercise is to practice looking 

ahead and avoiding larger objects like 

potholes or branches, while maintaining 

control of the bike. The slalom is a simple and 

effective exercise to add to your rodeo.  

Free Ride Loop Kids like to ride around after finishing all of 

the rodeo stations--try to establish a loop for 

them to ride around at your site. You may 

choose to include obstacles and challenges 

such as ramps to ride up and down or boards 

to balance on while riding. It is a good idea to 

monitor the loop to make sure that kids are 

moving at a speed that keeps everyone safe. 

Bike Games Incorporate additional games such as foot 

down, newspaper toss, squish squad, or giant 

bike hopscotch. 

Bike Maintenance Station Invite local bike shops to volunteer to fix 

bikes. 
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Decoration Station Bike decorating (stickers, streamers, 

reflectors), face painting, etc. 

Proper Starting and Stopping This area would give newer cyclists a chance 

to practice proper starting (power pedal 

position, starting without swerving) and 

stopping (controlled braking without 

skidding). 

Healthy Snack/Water Station Fuel your participants with yummy snacks 
and other goodies! Great station to be 
hosted by an outside organization or club. 
Can alternatively act as a bake sale! 

Organized Neighborhood Rides Can be done before or after the rodeo. 
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